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Abstract: This article examines the role played by philanthrocapitalist foundations in impact investing 

for international development, focusing on the Covid-19 Vaccines Global Access Initiative (COVAX) as 

a response to the current pandemic. Philanthrocapitalists and development institutions are 

increasingly turning to “blended finance” and “social bonds” to address the gaps in funding required 

to meet global development agendas, particularly in the arena of global health. These impact investing 

mechanisms deploy public or philanthropic money to leverage for-profit investment in development, 

by “de-risking” (providing guarantees for) interventions that might otherwise put private capital at 

risk. Via COVAX, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has platformed a pandemic response centred 

on this approach, resisting alternative responses – such as the proposal for a temporary waiver to 

pharmaceutical patent rights – that seek to challenge the prevailing trade architecture. The global 

policy response to Covid-19 thus accelerates the “financialization” of development and cements the 

role of philanthropy in “de-risking” for-profit impact investment.  
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TRIPs, Patents and the Pandemic Response 
 
On 9th June 2021, the World Trade Organisation (WTO) Council agreed to move to text-based 

negotiations on a proposed temporary waiver of the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPs) agreement.1 The waiver was called for by India and South Africa on 2nd October 2020, 

in light of unprecedented demand for global access to vaccines, medical devices and therapeutics 

created by the Covid-19 pandemic.2 Proponents of the TRIPs waiver argue that only a suspension of 

the intellectual property rights (copyright, industrial designs, patents and protection of undisclosed 

information) that block the production of generic versions of coronavirus vaccines can meet the 

objective of rapid and widespread immunity to Covid-19, and bring down the soaring death rates still 

ravaging countries across the global South. This objective will not be met, they claim, by continuing to 

place faith in the Covid-19 Vaccines Global Access Initiative (COVAX), the floundering multilateral 

vaccine facility set up by the World Health Organisation (WHO), the Global Alliance for Vaccines and 

Immunization (Gavi) and a consortium of state, private and philanthropic actors in April 2020.  

 

In this article, we argue that COVAX represents a pandemic response grounded in the claim that 

solutions for combating Covid-19 and ameliorating its effects on the world’s poorest need not pose a 

risk to the accumulation of corporate and financial wealth. We show how COVAX in fact validates 

existing mechanisms for wealth accumulation among pharmaceutical companies (by failing to 

challenge the global trade architecture upholding these mechanisms), while simultaneously opening 

up new opportunities (in the form of vaccine bonds) for profiteering among private investors.3 

Crucially, we also demonstrate how philanthropy has been central to COVAX, and to the 

delegitimization of alternative approaches to vaccine distribution such as that seen in the call for an 

emergency TRIPs waiver. In doing so, we argue that contemporary philanthrocapitalism is central to 

wider financialising processes in international development - in and beyond the realm of global health 

– in which philanthropy performs the key function of “de-risking” (or underwriting) the encroachment 

of business and private finance into development. The visible entanglement of philanthrocapitalism 

with the broader set of “de-risking” strategies deployed by private investors is not coincidental, but 

speaks to the considerable overlap between key proponents of global health philanthrocapitalism, 

and the industries and organizations which have driven the emergence of TRIPs and the “assetization” 

 
1 On text-based negotiations see Jawara, F. and Kwa. A. (2004). Behind the Scenes at the WTO: The Real World 
of International Trade Negotiations. Zed, pp. 221-31.  

2 IP/C/W/669. Waiver from certain provisions of the TRIPs agreement for the prevention, containment and 
treatment of Covid-19 (2 October 2020). 

3 See Hughes-McLure, S. and Mawdsley, E. (forthcoming 2022). Vaccine Bonds: Profit, Politics and Space in 
‘Innovative Finance’ for Global Health and Development. 
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of patents.4 Drawing on Kumar and Brooks’ discussion of how philanthropy works through 

mechanisms of “bridging” and “platforming” to exert influence over policy agendas in the sphere of 

international development, we thus highlight philanthropy’s role in the events and controversies 

surrounding coronavirus vaccine financing and rollout since the emergence of the global pandemic in 

early 2020.5 

 

While patents are at the centre of disputes around vaccine financing, the TRIPs waiver and the role of 

philanthrocapitalism, they have also been a significant concern in anthropology. Anthropological work 

on patents and patenting has foregrounded the particular “Euro-American” understandings of 

property and personhood that allow claims to be made about the exclusive rights that might follow 

from individual acts of ingenuity which ostensibly abstract “inventions” from nature.6 Focusing 

specifically on pharmaceutical patents and drug development, a significant body of anthropological 

work has also engaged with the transformations of knowledge, and identification of “beneficiaries”, 

that accompany the abstraction of patentable molecules from indigenous plant use.7 Kaushik Sunder 

Rajan’s work on the adjudication of patent disputes in Indian courts is particularly relevant for our 

purposes, since it highlights how “rights are reframed in the context of emergent co-production 

between law and the life sciences”.8 Rajan reveals how the Madras High Court grappled with precisely 

what constitutes an “innovative” molecule worthy of patent protection for Novartis, as well as the 

degree to which the spirit of India’s TRIPs compliant Patent Act (2005) could be found in protecting 

patentability at all costs – or making space for exceptions to patentability in a bid to protect public 

health. It is precisely the manner in which philanthropic platforms have organized around protecting 

patentability, and participated in transfers from the public sector to “de-risk” the private sector, that 

we examine in relation to Covid-19 vaccine funding. 

 

 
4 Kang, H. Y. (2020) Patents as Assets: Intellectual Property Rights as Market Subjects and Objects. In K. Birch 
and F. Muniesa (eds.). Assetization: Turning Things into Assets in Technoscientific Capitalism.  

5 Kumar, A. and Brooks, S. (2021). Bridges, Platforms and Satellites: Theorizing the Power of Global Philanthropy 
in International Development. Economy and Society, 50(2): 322-345.  

6 Leach, J. (2007). Creativity, Subjectivity, and the Dynamic of Possessive Individualism in T. Ingold and E. Hallam 
(eds.) Creativity and Cultural Improvisation, ASA Monograph 43. Oxford: Berg; Strathern, M. (2001). The Patent 
and the Malanggan. Theory, Culture & Society, 18(4): 1-26.  

7 Foster, L. (2016) The Making and Unmaking of Patent Ownership: Technicalities, Materialities, and 
Subjectivities. PoLAR: Political and Legal Anthropology Review, 39(1): 1-17; Hayden, C. (2007a) A Generic 
Solution? Pharmaceuticals and the Politics of the Similar in Mexico. Current Anthropology, 48(4): 475-495. 

8 Rajan, Kaushik Sunder. (2015). Courting Innovation: The Constitution(s) of Indian Biomedicine. In S. Hilgartner, 
C. Miller and R Hagendijk (eds.) Science and Democracy: Making Knowledge and Making Power in the Biosciences 
and Beyond. London: Routledge, pp. 56-73, p. 65. 
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While much work on patents has focused on their place in ideologies of innovation, their capacity to 

enact certain property relations, and the temporary monopolies that arise from patenting, Hyo Yoon 

Kang highlights the degree to which patents are increasingly valued as speculative financial assets. 

That is, “[w]hat is valued are not the potential licenses and market size for the patented invention but 

the future return expected on the intellectual property right”.9 The derivative market in patents is 

now the primary market, exceeding the value and size of markets in commercial innovations 

supposedly underwritten by these patents.10 This assetization of patents, or transformation of patents 

into saleable rights to future revenue streams, partakes in an economy of de-risking. This “de-risking 

economy” is the locus for the pursuit of many new forms of capital accumulation. Here, the risk 

inherent to investment in innovation is displaced via the use of legal and financial devices for 

guaranteeing future revenue, and providing backstops to the interruption of those future revenue 

flows. Legal instruments like TRIPs provide such a backstop, guaranteeing royalties are paid even when 

states overturn patents for purposes of responding to national emergencies. We argue in this article 

that philanthrocapitalist platforms further de-risk pharmaceutical patent capital, underwriting future 

revenue flows to patent holders.  

 

By referring to the risk inherent to investment, we do not claim that risks are simply given, or that 

investment risks have an ontological status outside attempts to measure them.  As anthropologists 

like Aneil Tripathy have shown, “risks” are rendered calculable, as things to be managed and priced, 

through a process of complex acts of knowledge translation.11 What we aim to highlight instead are 

the temporal dynamics of (speculative) investment with which patent capitalists must contend, and 

which exceed any processes of knowledge translation or calculation through which risks might be 

rendered manageable. Assets (including patents) become valuable because of the future revenue that 

they might deliver to their owners. But that value cannot truly be calculated. While techniques for 

pricing risk and accounting for the likelihood of future profitability exist, such techniques “rather than 

doing what they claim to do—that is, to calculate an unknown future—should be understood as 

instruments used to support the credibility of fictional expectations.”12 Various calculative 

 
9 Kang (2020: 53) 

10 That is, patents are traded as assets in and of themselves, the value of which is understood in purely revenue-
generating terms, rather than in terms of the underlying innovation from which their value is putatively derived. 
Patents are thus valued as part of diversified, financial portfolios of patent assets, rather than as guarantors of 
the right to profit from the specific innovations they are supposed to “protect”. 

11 Tripathy, A. (2017) Translating to Risk: The Legibility of Climate Change and Nature in the Green Bond Market. 
Economic Anthropology, (4): 239-250.  

12 Beckert, J. (2016) Imagined Futures: Fictional Expectations and Capitalist Dynamics. Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, p. 141. 
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arrangements might be deployed by investors to make decisions on the basis of “risk”, but the 

fundamental unknowability of the future creates a gap that no amount of knowledge work or 

translation can close. Insofar as investors “never succeed in reducing all uncertainty to calculable risk, 

they are always and everywhere speculators.”13 But where Appadurai sees speculators as “explorers 

of the uncertain and the unknown” driven by an “ecstatic confidence”,14 we highlight instead the 

economy of de-risking through which patent capitalists justify their confidences by seeking to remove 

likely impediments to their future earning potential. 

  

Written in response to, and during, the Covid-19 pandemic, this article has been subject to obvious 

methodological constraints. While not based on new fieldwork, and drawing primarily on analyses of 

texts produced by Gavi, COVAX, the WTO and its member states, it is nonetheless shaped by our long-

term ethnographic engagements with philanthrocapitalism and impact investing,15 with the 

encounters between speculative financiers and international investment law,16 and with the 

implications that studying in elite spaces has for anthropological research.17 The article proceeds by 

first introducing the historical moment under consideration, namely the “philanthrocapitalist 

epoch”,18 and the manner in which philanthrocapitalism has contributed to the broader 

financialization of development. By philanthrocapitalism, we refer to a set of philanthropic 

approaches which draw from business management and emphasize results-based measurement and 

the promotion of market-based solutions.19 Key to philanthrocapitalism has also been a shift away 

 
13 Appadurai, A. (2015) Afterword: The Dreamwork of Capitalism. Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and 
the Middle East, 35(3): 481-485, p. 482.   

14 Appadurai A. (2011) The Ghost in the Financial Machine. Public Culture, 23(3): 517-539, p. 532. 

15 Sklair, J. (2021) Brazilian Elites and their Philanthropy: Wealth at the Service of Development. London and 
New York: Routledge; Sklair, J. and Glucksberg, L. (2021) Philanthrocapitalism as Wealth Management 
Strategy: Philanthropy, Inheritance and Succession Planning among the Global Elite. The Sociological 
Review, 69(2), 314-329; Sklair, J. (2021) Development Opportunity or National Crisis? The Implications of 
Brazil’s Political Shift for Elite Philanthropy and Civil Society Organizing. In: Hatzikidi, K. and Dullo, E. (eds.) A 
Horizon of (Im)Possibilities: A Chronicle of Brazil’s Conservative Turn. London: University of London Press.  

 
16 Gilbert, P. R. (2018) Sovereignty and tragedy in contemporary critiques of investor state dispute settlement. 
London Review of International Law 6(2): 211-231; Gilbert, P. R. (2020) Speculating on sovereignty: ‘money 
mining’ and corporate foreign policy at the extractive industry frontier. Economy and Society, 49 (1): 16-44; 
Gilbert, P. R. (2020) Expropriating the future: turning ore deposits and legitimate expectations into assets. In: 
Birch, K. and Muniesa, F. (eds.) Assetization: turning things into assets in technoscientific capitalism. Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press.  

17 Gilbert, P. R. and Sklair, J. (2018) Introduction: Ethnographic Engagements with Global Elites: Mutuality, 
Complicity & Critique. Focaal, 81: 1-15.  
 
18 Kumar, A. and Brooks, S. (2021: 335-338) 

19 Haydon, S., Jung, T. and Russell, S. (2021) ‘You’ve Been Framed’: A Critical Review of Academic Discourse on 
Philanthrocapitalism. International Journal of Management Reviews, 23(3): 353-375. 
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from grant-making towards a series of for-profit “impact investment” strategies, which has 

fundamentally altered the remit of philanthropy while also challenging the tenet of inherent conflict 

between public welfare and the private pursuit of profit, which has long underpinned Euro-American 

legal theory.20 Through these processes, McGoey et al. have argued that philanthropies such as the 

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (hereafter referred to as the Gates Foundation) have been 

instrumental in conferring moral legitimacy on corporate activity – and pro-corporate government 

regulation – that leads directly to the worsening of economic inequalities.21 In parallel, we understand 

financialization broadly as a process in which corporate organization is led not by “productivity” or 

“innovation”, but by strategies for enhancing the financial value of a given firm. This is linked in our 

usage to an understanding of assetization as a related form of valuation and value creation that 

depends upon creating saleable rights to assets (e.g. patents, or securitized loan bundles) whose value 

depends upon their future revenue-generating potential.22  

 

The article’s second section goes on to examine the specific arrangements (particularly blended 

finance initiatives and social bonds) through which philanthrocapitalists have built platforms that 

enrol states in “de-risking” private capital, and where philanthropists play a bridging role between the 

“de-risking state”23 and private sector players, who seek to do development by creating and 

holding assets (from financial inclusion products to patents) that guarantee a healthy return on 

investment. We then move to examine in more detail the role that philanthrocapitalists have played 

in creating these platforms in the arena of global health. In the final section, we detail the 

philanthrocapitalist foundations of COVAX – which are both enabled by and emblematic of these prior 

interventions - and examine the claims made by opponents of the TRIPs waiver that COVAX and 

various “compulsory licensing” provisions render the waiver unnecessary. Here we return to the 

question of philanthrocapitalist entanglements with intellectual property protections that underwrite 

and de-risk the forms of “patent capital”24 through which major philanthrocapitalists ensure the 

reproduction of their own wealth. 

 

 
20 McGoey, L. (2021) Philanthrocapitalism and the Separation of Powers. Annual Review of Law and Social 
Science, 17(1): 391-409. 

21 McGoey, L., Thiel, D. and West, R. (2018) Philanthrocapitalism and Crimes of the Powerful. Politix, 121(1): 
29-54.   

22 Birch, K. (2016) Rethinking Value in the Bio-economy: Finance, Assetization, and the Management of Value. 
Science, Technology and Human Values, 42(3): 460-490. 

23 Gabor, D. (2021). The Wall Street Consensus. Development and Change, 52(3): 429-459.  

24 Kang, H. Y. (2021) Patent Capital in the Covid-19 Pandemic: Critical Intellectual Property Law. Critical Legal 
Thinking (February 9). 
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Financialized Development in the Philanthrocapitalist Epoch 
 

Critical development scholars have charted the growing financialization of international development 

since the mid-2000s.25 Predicated on a narrative of financial scarcity in a context of dwindling public 

aid budgets and the rising costs of a revamped international development agenda in the form of the 

UN’s 2015 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the turn to the private sector has been billed as 

the only feasible way of accessing the “trillions” (no longer “billions”) now required to bring about 

development on a global scale.26 Traditional donors (including nation states and multilateral 

development agencies) have subsequently turned their attention to rolling out the red carpet for 

mainstream finance’s entrance into the sector, through a variety of public-private partnerships 

(PPPs)27 and new financing mechanisms (aka investment “opportunities”) packaged into “impact 

investment” portfolios.28  

 

A growing body of literature has begun to highlight the key role played by philanthropy in these 

processes.29 Philanthropy’s entanglement with the financialization of development is consistent with 

its influence over shifting development agendas since the post-war era, seen most clearly in the work 

of large, North American foundations.30 In the current era (charted broadly since the turn of the 

millennium), Mitchell and Sparke characterise philanthropy’s role as a form of “market foster care”, 

designed to compensate for the failures of both market and state to drive development through the 

Washington Consensus.31 Throwing its weight behind a new slate of market-based development 

interventions and “public-private-philanthropy partnerships”, philanthropy now showcases an 

 
25 Carroll, T. and Jarvis, D. S. L. (2014). Introduction: Financialisation and Development in Asia under Late 
Capitalism. Asian Studies Review, 38(4): 533-543; Gabor (2021); Mawdsley, E. (2018a). Development Geography 
II: Financialization. Progress in Human Geography, 42(2): 264-274; Roy, A. (2010). Poverty Capital: Microfinance 
and the Making of Development. New York and London: Routledge. 

26 Mawdsley, E. (2018b). ‘From Billions to Trillions’: Financing the SDGs in a World ‘Beyond Aid’. Dialogues in 
Human Geography, 8(2): 191–195. 

27 Bayliss, K. and Van Waeyenberge, E. (2018). Unpacking the Public Private Partnership Revival. The Journal of 
Development Studies, 54(4): 577-593. 

28 Jafri, J. (2019). When Billions meet Trillions: Impact Investing and Shadow Banking in Pakistan. Review of 
International Political Economy, 26(3), pp. 520-544. 

29 McGoey, L. (2014). The Philanthropic State: Market–State Hybrids in the Philanthrocapitalist Turn. Third World 
Quarterly, 35(1): 109-125; Mediavilla, J. and Garcia-Arias, J. (2019). Philanthrocapitalism as a Neoliberal 
(Development Agenda) Artefact: Philanthropic Discourse and Hegemony in (Financing for) International 
Development. Globalizations, 16(6): 857-875; Mitchell, K. and Sparke, M. (2016). The New Washington 
Consensus: Millennial Philanthropy and the Making of Global Market Subjects. Antipode, 48: 724–749. 

30 Kumar and Brooks (2021); see also Parmar, I. (2012). Foundations of the American Century. Columbia 
University Press.  

31 Mitchell and Sparke (2016: 727) 
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approach to development based on “reliance on financialized investment rationalities, elaborate cost-

effectiveness algorithms, and the integration of individuals into the subjective logic of entrepreneurial 

capitalism.”32 

 

Taking their cue from both earlier proponents33 and critics34  of philanthropy’s changing identity in the 

new millennium, Kumar and Brooks label the current conjuncture “the philanthrocapitalism epoch”.35 

They note that during this epoch, and “trading on its role as broker of PPPs, US philanthropy – with its 

new centre of gravity in Silicon Valley and the West Coast – was able to normalize the concept of 

blended finance36; providing a bridge to the institutionalization of [an] overtly profit–oriented model 

of philanthropy as impact investing”. In this article, we use the term impact investing to refer to a 

broad set of recent philanthropic strategies that seek to collapse the boundary between private 

profiteering and public welfare, and that posit the future of development financing on this pursuit. 

Following Kumar and Brooks (above), we also note that the explicit profit orientation of the 

philanthrocapitalism epoch has seen the reshaping of philanthropy in different forms. On one hand, 

philanthropy now offers itself up as a direct source of impact investment capital, replacing its own 

grant-making models with new for-profit investment schemes across the development landscape. On 

the other, philanthropy has assumed a pivotal role as a broker of wider impact investment initiatives. 

 

How then, does philanthropy enact these new roles across the development landscape? In their 

analysis of philanthropy’s transition through three historical periods since the mid-twentieth century, 

Kumar and Brooks draw on a series of metaphors to explore the institutional mechanisms deployed 

by North American philanthropic foundations. We are particularly concerned here with two of these: 

“bridging” and “platforming”. In their use of the “bridging” metaphor, Kumar and Brooks “refer to 

philanthropic foundations’ bridge building in terms of joining and making connections, crossing over 

 
32 Mitchell and Sparke (2016: 729-732). 

33 Bishop, M. and Green, M. (2008). Philanthrocapitalism: How the Rich Can Save the World and Why We Should 
Let Them. London: A & C Black. 

34 McGoey, L. (2012). Philanthrocapitalism and its Critics. Poetics, 40: 185-199; McGoey, L. (2015). No Such Thing 
as a Free Gift: The Gates Foundation and the Price of Philanthropy. London: Verso. 

35 Kumar and Brooks (2021: 328) 

36 The use of public or philanthropic funds to “catalyse” private investment in international development. As we 
discuss later in this article, this is frequently less a matter of “catalysing” and more a case of “de-risking”. The 
distinction here is a matter of temporal orientation. Framing the use of public or philanthropic funds as 
“catalysis” implies (as industry insiders would have it) that such funds are merely making good projects happen 
that would not otherwise happen. We emphasise “de-risking” instead, because this highlights the extent to 
which such initiatives are – from the perspective of patent capitalists – less about nudging into existence projects 
which investors are otherwise too timid to entertain, and more about subsidising returns to capital. 
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or spanning [and] traversing […] developmental geographies, histories, imaginaries and institutions”. 

In parallel, they suggest that “platforms” are useful in “theorizing philanthropy's distinctive ability to 

build foundations or bases from which doctrines, principles and plans of action can be 

disseminated”.37 Extending the analysis provided by these authors, we argue that in the context of 

Covid-19, the convening by foundations of PPP coalitions has been a strategic means for the 

philanthropic “platforming” of an impact investment-based response to the pandemic, while the 

brokering within these coalitions of impact investing initiatives has in parallel become a key site for 

philanthropy to pursue a “bridge-building” role between the state and the private sector. Before 

turning to our analysis of these processes, however, we first explore how philanthropy has historically 

employed platforming and bridging mechanisms to promote development’s growing private financing 

agenda.  

 

Histories of Bridging & Platforming  
 
Bridge-building and platforming strategies have diverse precedents in philanthropic engagement with 

international development throughout the twentieth century. Philanthropy scholars such as Michael 

Moran for example, have detailed how, long before the advent of the philanthrocapitalism epoch, 

philanthropies such as the Rockefeller Foundation were already playing a key role in the building of 

institutional frameworks for privatised forms of global health governance, and helping to generate 

political legitimacy for these models.38 Moran explores how, building on its earlier work, the 

Rockefeller Foundation was instrumental to the design and institutional platforming of the product 

development partnership (PDP) model in global health, particularly through its facilitation of the 

International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI). PDPs were a key forerunner to the public-private 

partnership (PPP) model dominant across the global health sector today, and championed by the 

Gates Foundation, as discussed in the latter part of this article. 

 

In parallel, philanthropy has historically supported the various stages of global agri-business’s growing 

dominance across the global South.39 Beginning with the Green Revolution and its technological 

transformation of small-scale agriculture, philanthropic intervention has evolved through more recent 

 
37 Kumar and Brooks (2021: 327) 

38 Moran, M. (2014) Private Foundations and Development Partnerships: American Philanthropy and Global 
Development Agendas. London & New York: Routledge. See especially pp. 43-63.   

39 Brooks, S. (2015) Philanthrocapitalism, ‘Pro-Poor’ Agricultural Biotechnology and Development, in B. 
Morvaridi (Ed.) New Philanthropy and Social Justice: Debating the Conceptual and Policy Discourse. Policy Press: 
Bristol, pp. 101-114. 
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efforts to expand the reach of financialized agri-food chains, rendering small farmers evermore 

dependent on the whims of global food markets. Key to the latter has been the G7 New Alliance for 

Food Security and Nutrition, which has its origins in – among other initiatives - the Gates and 

Rockefeller Foundation funded Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA), launched in 2006.40 

Criticisms of AGRA abound, not least because the “Green Revolution did not ‘bypass’ Africa. It failed,” 

and AGRA’s model misrepresented the causes and consequences of these past failures – including the 

intensification of inequalities and ecological degradation as a function of introducing expensive hybrid 

seed packages.41 Of particular relevance to our argument in this paper, however, is the degree to 

which the AGRA model relied upon enclosing genetic seed resources held in common as newly-bred 

“private property” without benefit sharing for farmers who bred the original seeds. Despite countries 

of the South refusing to accept agricultural patents in WTO/TRIPs negotiations, “AGRA-financed 

projects act[ed] as if patenting of seed is international law”.42 The dependence of philanthrocapitalist 

models on maintaining TRIPs, and the active support provided by leading philanthrocapitalists for 

exclusionary patent protection, is something we see once again in relation to Covid-19 vaccine 

development (see below).  

 

Another key site in which philanthropy has drawn on both bridging and platforming strategies to 

promote a pro-market (and more recently, an impact-investing) approach to development 

intervention is in the expanding arena of financial inclusion. The Alliance for Financial Inclusion (a 

sprawling coalition of central banks, financial regulatory institutions, development agencies and 

private sector partners) and the UN-based Better than Cash Alliance (comprised of 77 members 

including governments in the global South, private companies and NGOs) are both at the heart of what 

Gabor and Brooks have called the “fintech-philanthropy-development complex”, and have been 

funded by philanthropic and corporate foundations including the Gates Foundation, the Mastercard 

Foundation and the Omidyar Network.43 Philanthrocapitalists such as e-bay founder Pierre 

 
40 Brooks, S. (2016). Inducing Food Insecurity: Financialisation and Development in the post-2015 Era. Third 
World Quarterly, 37(5): 768-780, pp. 770-71. 

41 Holt-Gimenez, E., Altieri, M. and Rosset, P. (2006). Ten Reasons Why the Rockefeller and the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundations’ Alliance for Another Green Revolution Will Not Solve the Problems of Poverty and Hunger 
in Sub-Saharan Africa. Food First Policy Brief #12.  

42 Thompson, C. B. (2012) Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA): Advancing the Theft of African 
Genetic Wealth. Review of African Political Economy, 39(132): 345-350, p. 346 

43 Gabor, D. and Brooks, S. (2017). The Digital Revolution in Financial Inclusion: International development in the 
Fintech Era. New Political Economy, 22(4): 423-436, p. 424. See also Mader, P. and Sherratt, L. (2021) 
Philanthrocapitalist Accumulation and Financial Inclusion, in M. Benquet and T. Bourgeron (eds.). 
Accumulating Capital Today: Contemporary Strategies of Profit and Dispossessive Policies . London: 
Routledge.  
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Omidyar, however, are keenly aware that attracting private finance to the field of financial 

inclusion – or any area of development for that matter – requires the promise of secure returns 

on investment (ROI) for financiers. Mitchell and Sparke, drawing on an article on Omidyar, note that 

“the eBay founder’s main concern is that most investors are ‘too risk-averse’ and thus miss the 

potential—for profit and for social betterment—of working with the so-called bottom billion, the very 

poorest populations around the world.”44 This concern has prompted the emergence of a series of 

financing mechanisms in which philanthropy helps bridge the gap between private finance and new 

development initiatives - and between private finance and new frontiers of profit-making - by helping 

to “de-risk” investment in development.   

 

Preeminent among these are blended finance initiatives. As discussed above, these have been 

described as a way of channelling “catalytic capital” for development, in “an effective risk-sharing 

arrangement whereby public or philanthropic capital […] is used to shrink the distance between real 

and perceived risks, making it possible to crowd in commercial investors”.45 Blended finance 

arrangements thus see philanthropists and state agencies co-investing alongside private investors in 

for-profit development initiatives, but on unequal terms under which the former provide “first loss” 

capital and other forms of guarantee to reduce the risk of mainstream investors not achieving 

expected levels of ROI. Convergence, the “global network for blended finance”, reports that “blended 

finance has mobilized approximately $152 billion in capital towards sustainable development in 

developing countries to-date”.46 Here, prominent foundations including the Omidyar Network, the 

Rockefeller Foundation, the Gates Foundation and the Shell Foundation excel in performing 

philanthropy’s bridging role, helping private sector actors step into the development arena by de-

risking their investments (see, for example, Rockefeller’s Zero Gap Fund, and the Shell Foundation’s 

provision of first loss capital to the GroFin Africa Fund to support small businesses in Africa and the 

Middle East).47  

 

Also gaining popularity within the impact investing market are a series of new debt instruments, 

variously termed “social bonds”, “sustainability bonds”, “green bonds” or “development impact 

 
44 Mitchell and Sparke (2016: 735); see Schumpeter (2013). The Omidyar Way of Giving. The Economist (26 
October 2013) https://www.economist.com/business/2013/10/26/the-omidyar-way-of-giving.  

45 Gulamani, S. (2018). Impact Investors are Engaging in Blended Finance. Here's What They Offer. Devex, 
October 29. https://www.devex.com/news/opinion-impact-investors-are-engaging-in-blended-finance-here-s-
what-they-offer-93744 

46 See https://www.convergence.finance/blended-finance 

47 See https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/initiative/zero-gap-fund/; https://grofin.com/; Gulamani (2018). 

https://www.devex.com/news/opinion-impact-investors-are-engaging-in-blended-finance-here-s-what-they-offer-93744
https://www.devex.com/news/opinion-impact-investors-are-engaging-in-blended-finance-here-s-what-they-offer-93744
https://www.convergence.finance/blended-finance
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/initiative/zero-gap-fund/
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bonds” in financial market literature.48 These build on earlier social impact bonds (SIB) trialled by 

governments to help finance the delivery of public services in the global North.49 Moody’s Investors 

Service reports that “global issuance of green, social and sustainability bonds – or sustainable bonds, 

collectively – totalled a record $231 billion in the first quarter of 2021” and are likely to account for 

eight to ten percent of total global debt issuance in this year.50 These new bond offerings vary 

considerably. Development impact bonds (DIBs), designed specifically to raise finance for 

development intervention in the global South, work on the basis of a “payment by results” or 

“payment for success” model.51 This sees a “social investor” (a private or philanthropic investor) pay 

funds upfront to an implementing partner (usually an NGO) for delivery of a development 

intervention. If the intervention is successful in producing expected results, an “outcome funder” 

(either a public sector, multi-lateral or philanthropic funder) repays the contribution of the social 

investor, with interest. If the initiative fails to produce results, the social investor suffers a loss.  

 

“Vaccine bonds”, a further bond offering designed specifically to support the rollout of vaccinations 

in the global South, have so far worked rather differently. Not related to a payment by results model, 

these have seen immunisation programmes frontloaded with private capital, which is repaid (with 

interest) through long-term commitments from donor states. The principal role of philanthropy here, 

both prior to and during the Covid-19 pandemic, has been to platform vaccine bonds as a response to 

crises in global health, and to form the bridges between different private and public sector partners 

necessary to pursue this approach. Alongside DIBs and vaccine bonds, the coronavirus pandemic has 

given rise to a further innovation in this field. Over the last 18 months, several North American 

philanthropic foundations have found their grant-making budgets insufficient to meet the immediate 

and escalating needs created (at home and abroad) by the pandemic and its social and economic 

fallout. Loath to spend down capital from their endowments, philanthropies including the Ford, 

MacArthur, Bush, Kellogg, Mellon and Rockefeller foundations have all turned to the bond market, 

 
48 See e.g. https://www.icmagroup.org/sustainable-finance/ and 
https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/trading-investing/development-impact-bond/ 

49 Dowling, E. (2017) In the Wake of Austerity: Social Impact Bonds and the Financialisation of the Welfare State 
in Britain. New Political Economy, 22(3): 294-310. 

50 https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-Sustainable-bond-volumes-soar-to-record-231-billion-in--
PBC_1283271 

51 Ziswiler, M. (2021) Opinion: Why Development Impact Bonds Could Become a Lot More Important. 

Devex, February 24. 

https://www.devex.com/news/sponsored/opinion-why-development-impact-bonds-could-become-a-lot-
more-important-99205 

https://www.icmagroup.org/sustainable-finance/
https://www.devex.com/news/sponsored/opinion-why-development-impact-bonds-could-become-a-lot-more-important-99205
https://www.devex.com/news/sponsored/opinion-why-development-impact-bonds-could-become-a-lot-more-important-99205
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issuing bonds to private investors in order to raise extra capital for pandemic-related grant-making.52 

These foundation-issued bonds have no public funding component, representing instead direct 

private sector loans to philanthropic foundations.  

 

These blended finance initiatives and diverse bond offerings are thus characterised by different 

configurations and assemblages of private, public and philanthropic actors. But they all share the 

common aim of leveraging capital from the private sector to frontload financing for development. The 

need, however, to provide competitive ROI to attract investors to these new financing mechanisms 

adds an expensive premium to the costs of development intervention, the burden of which falls on 

the public sector funders or philanthropists ultimately responsible for paying out on the capital and 

returns associated with these bonds, and for bearing the financial brunt in blended finance 

arrangements through first loss commitments and other de-risking guarantees.53  

 

The dependence on public funds of these ostensibly “private” financing mechanisms mirrors the ways 

in which historical claims surrounding private sector innovation have obscured the contributions of 

the state. Linsey McGoey54 argues that many historical “breakthroughs” (especially in areas such as 

health and technology) credited to private sector innovation actually have their roots in government-

funded research, and points to the claim by economists Lazonick and Mazzucato55 that this trend has 

intensified due to the recent growth of financialization, which has rendered investment in research 

and development less profitable than investment in financial markets. With a specific focus on 

pharmaceutical innovation, Demirel and Mazzucato show that for large pharmaceutical firms, 

Research & Development (R&D or “innovation”) does not drive an increase in sales or growth for these 

firms.56 Hence, perhaps, the widespread closure of pharmaceutical R&D centres in Europe by 

companies including those central to Covid-19 vaccine development (Pfizer and AstraZeneca) during 

the early 2010s. This is a near-paradigmatic example of financialization, where firm growth and wealth 

concentration is driven by increased share price not linked to economic “productivity.” Crucially, much 

 
52 Independent. (2021). Foundations Turn to Bond Market in Response to Rising Need. Independent, February 
19. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/foundations-turn-to-bond-market-in-response-to-rising-need-
endowment-debt-bonds-ford-bush-b1804786.html  
 
53 Starr, K. (2018) Development Impact Bonds: There’s Still No Free Lunch. Stanford Social Innovation Review, 
December 13. https://ssir.org/articles/entry/development_impact_bonds_theres_still_no_free_lunch 

54 McGoey (2014) 

55 Lazonick, W. and Mazzucato, M. (2013) The Risk–Reward Nexus in the Innovation–Inequality Relationship: 
Who Takes the Risks? Who Gets the Rewards? Industrial and Corporate Change, 22(4): 1093–1128. 

56 Demirel, P. and Mazzucato M. (2012) Innovation and Firm Growth: Is R&D Worth It? Industry and 
Innovation, 19(1): 45-62. 

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/development_impact_bonds_theres_still_no_free_lunch
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of the defence of TRIPs, and pharmaceutical organizations’ opposition to the India/South Africa waiver 

proposal (as discussed below), comes from the claim that patents both provoke and reward 

innovation, a claim that ought to be harder to defend when confronted by financialized 

pharmaceutical firms whose profits are increasingly decoupled from innovation. Like McGoey, 

Mazzucato also highlights the significant role that public investment plays in “de-risking” the riskiest 

early phase of drug development, to the tune of $40bn a year in the USA.57  

 

 McGoey sees similar processes at play in state and philanthropic subsidising (and de-risking) of early 

forms of for-profit development intervention.58 She notes, for example, that the microfinance sector 

was the recipient of around US$20 billion in government and philanthropic subsidies before 

microfinance markets became sufficiently established to enable private investors to turn a profit. 

Proponents of for-profit development financing models claim that these de-risking subsidies are 

necessary to attract private investment to development. Yet as Cohen et al. note in their discussion of 

blended finance, “de-risking does not eliminate risk, but shifts it in whole or part from the private 

sector to governments, donors, and, ultimately, taxpayers in the Global South and North”.59 If 

philanthropy acted as a form of “market foster care” to compensate for market and state failures 

under the aegis of the Washington Consensus, as Mitchell and Sparke60 have argued (see above), then 

these new philanthropic movements contribute directly to what Gabor refers to as the “Wall Street 

Consensus”,61 whereby states in the global South are asked to take the risk of private investment (i.e., 

the risks that “users” of vital infrastructure cannot pay) onto their balance sheets in order to “crowd 

in” said investment.  

 

Within the burgeoning impact investing market discussed above, the arena of global health has 

offered particularly fertile ground for new development financing collaborations between private 

sector, public and philanthropic actors.62 Preeminent amongst these is the Global Alliance for Vaccines 

and Immunization (Gavi), which has pioneered the use of “vaccine bonds” through its International 

 
57 Mazzucato, M. in BMJ (2020) Is It Time to Nationalise the Pharmaceutical Industry? BMJ 2020, 368: m769; see 
also Kang (2021) on the UK. 

58 McGoey (2014: 116-117) 

59 Cohen, M. J., Godfrey, C., Jeune, H. and Kindornay, S. (2021) “Flash Blending” Development Finance: How to 
Make Aid Donor-Private Sector Partnerships Help Meet the SDGs. Development in Practice, 31(7): 946-960, p.4. 

60 Mitchell and Sparke (2016) 

61 Gabor (2021) 

62 Hunter, B.M. and Murray, S.F. (2019). Deconstructing the Financialization of Healthcare. Development and 
Change, 50: 1263-1287.  
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Finance Facility for Immunisation (IFFIm). Over the last eighteen months, Gavi and the IFFIm have 

been central to the building of COVAX, the multilateral vaccine facility designed to support global 

access to Covid-19 vaccines in response to the pandemic. Philanthropists have played central bridging 

and platforming roles in building these initiatives. The Gates Foundation has been key to getting the 

right (private and state) actors into the right places to bring Gavi and the IFFIm into existence and to 

the strategic application of philanthropic capital to leverage and de-risk their operations. In the recent 

context of the pandemic response, the rapid emergence of COVAX has only been possible due to Gavi’s 

earlier trialling of impact investment (in the form of vaccine bonds) as a source of financing for health 

interventions in the global South, and to the persistent efforts of the Gates Foundation to showcase 

(and legitimise) this strategy.  

 

Above, we have discussed the ways in which diverse philanthropic foundations have pursued bridging 

and platforming strategies to shape development intervention, across areas including agriculture, 

financial inclusion, global health and beyond. In the current context, the Gates Foundation’s shaping 

of an international pandemic response in the form of Gavi and COVAX brings these strategies and their 

influence into focus with urgent clarity. Below, we briefly discuss critical responses to Gavi and the 

role of philanthropy in its design, before exploring the influence of COVAX in the battle over access to 

vaccines during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

Philanthropy, global health and the rise of the vaccine bond 
 
Recent decades have seen the ascendency of private finance across the field of global health. Hunter 

and Murray have identified this as a defining feature of shifting approaches to healthcare, arguing that 

“the interaction between healthcare and a financialization–development nexus helps us to distinguish 

the distinctive nature of the latest emerging phase of health system change — that of the 

transformation of healthcare into saleable and tradeable assets for global investors.”63 The 

financialization of global health has gone hand in hand with shifts in the architecture of global trade, 

which have fortified the interests of multinational pharmaceutical companies against encroaching 

claims to just access to healthcare. TRIPs has thus ensured the protection of pharmaceutical patents, 

enabling companies to control price setting on the distribution of medicines, diagnostics and 

healthcare services across the world.64  

 
63 Hunter and Murray (2019: 1264) 

64 McGoey, L. (2015). No Such Thing as a Free Gift: The Gates Foundation and the Price of Philanthropy. London: 
Verso, pp. 187-188. 
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More than mere beneficiaries, pharmaceutical companies (particularly large US-based pharmaceutical 

firms) were key architects of TRIPs. As Susan Sell shows, “[i]n effect, twelve corporations made public 

law for the world” when a group of software, agri-biotech and pharmaceutical firms – most notably 

Pfizer and IBM – organized as the Intellectual Property Committee (IPC) devoted resources to lobbying 

the US government to address IP “violators” outside of the USA.65 What started as a proposal 

submitted by this industry coalition to GATT (the precursor to the WTO) in 1986 came to be TRIPs in 

1994. Support for what would become TRIPs was assured across Europe and in Japan through a 

“snowball” approach to lobbying, with US corporate representatives working on industry bodies to 

persuade their respective governments to support the proposal. The degree to which TRIPs 

intentionally enacted a North/South division is perhaps manifested in the way that IPC delegates 

asked their counterparts in Europe questions such as “Don’t you have problems with Brazil too?”66  

 

This evolving trade architecture and the financialization of global health markets have had widespread 

implications for healthcare in the global South. The growing emphasis on market-based provision (and 

accompanying investment opportunities) has seen a rise in quick-fix, technical solutions to specific 

medical problems and diseases. This, in turn, has signified a move away from a focus on the 

strengthening of public health systems, and their ability to address a broader, integrated remit of 

health conditions, diagnostics and prevention. Development policy on global health has duly shifted 

away from strategies to support comprehensive primary healthcare provision (as outlined in earlier 

development agendas, most notably in the 1978 Alma-Ata Declaration), and towards the fostering of 

public-private initiatives for isolated interventions to tackle specific diseases and conditions.67 

 

Philanthropy has played a key role in driving these trends. Building on a historic tradition of 

philanthropic intervention in global health (spearheaded by institutions such as the Rockefeller 

Foundation), the Gates Foundation has emerged as by far the most influential philanthropic player in 

this field over the last two decades.68 The Gates Foundation has been central to the platforming of a 

 
65 Sell, Susan. (2003). Private Power, Public Law: The Globalization of Intellectual Property Rights. Cambridge UP, 
p. 96. 

66 Sell (2003: 106) 

67 Birn, A. E. (2005). Gates’s Grandest Challenge: Transcending Technology as Public Health Ideology. Lancet, 
366(9484): 514-519; Storeng, K. T. (2014). The GAVI Alliance and the ‘Gates Approach’ to Health System 
Strengthening. Global Public Health, 9(8): 865-879.  

68 Birn, A. E. (2014). Philanthrocapitalism, Past and Present: The Rockefeller Foundation, the Gates Foundation, 
and the Setting(s) of the International / Global Health Agenda. Hypothesis, 12(1): e8; McGoey (2015). 
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technical, disease-specific approach to global health and a hostility to “wasteful” public health 

spending.69 The significant funds at its disposal have certainly provided it with the financial clout to 

pursue this agenda (the Gates Foundation is currently the second biggest donor to the WHO),70 giving 

it a level of influence that has seen the current consensus in global health labelled the “Gates 

approach”.71  

 

While the Gates Foundation has pursued this approach through diverse interventions, from data-

driven systems for the eradication of malaria72 to mobile health technologies for maternal and child 

health,73 one area in which it has been particularly influential is that of the development of vaccines 

and their distribution across the global South. The central mechanism through which the Gates 

Foundation has intervened in this field is the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (Gavi).74 

Founded in 1999 with funding to the tune of US$750 million from Gates, Gavi is a public-private 

partnership made up (alongside the Gates Foundation) of UNICEF, the WHO, the World Bank and a 

coalition of donor and implementing country governments, pharmaceutical industry representatives 

and civil society organisations.75 While the Gates Foundation is only one among these diverse 

stakeholders, it has been instrumental (both financially and politically) in bringing all of these actors 

to the table to promote Gavi’s approach to vaccine distribution, and Bill Gates himself wields 

enormous power over Gavi’s activities.76 

 

A key component of Gavi has been its trialling of innovative financing mechanisms for immunisation, 

in countries where the prohibitive costs of vaccines produced by Northern pharmaceutical companies 

have often prevented their distribution, or seen vaccines come to market many years after they 

become available in wealthier countries. One of these is the “advanced market commitment” (AMC) 

 
69 Kilby, P. (2021) Philanthropic Foundations in International Development: Rockefeller, Ford and Gates. 
Routledge: London & New York. 

70 See http://open.who.int/2020-21/contributors/contributor 

71 Storeng (2014: 871) 

72 https://www.gatesfoundation.org/our-work/programs/global-health/malaria 

73 Al Dahdah, M. (2019). Between Philanthropy and Big Business: The Rise of mHealth in the Global Health 
Market. Development and Change, early view.  

74 While the Gates Foundation is the driving philanthropic force behind Gavi, Kumar and Brooks (2021: 334) note 
that the Rockefeller Foundation played a key convening role in the lead up to Gavi’s creation, and was also an 
early philanthropic supporter of forerunners such as the aforementioned International AIDS Vaccine Initiative. 

75 Birn, A. E. and Lexchin, J. (2011). Beyond Patents: The GAVI Alliance, AMCs, and Improving Immunization 
Coverage through Public Sector Vaccine Production in the Global South. Human Vaccines, 7(3): 291-2, p. 291. 

76 Storeng (2014: 875) 

http://open.who.int/2020-21/contributors/contributor
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model, in which donors commit to the future purchase of a specified number of vaccines at a set price. 

AMCs provide a sales guarantee to pharmaceutical companies, with donors (a mixture of Northern 

governments and the Gates Foundation, with a small contribution from governments in the global 

South) required to follow through on their purchasing commitment once the vaccines are produced. 

Although AMCs designed through Gavi have negotiated access to vaccines at prices below those seen 

in Northern markets, they nonetheless take as given the existing trade architecture that prioritises 

private sector interests over development objectives. In addition, decision-making processes around 

price-setting have been shrouded in secrecy, making it impossible to assess the extent to which 

vaccine AMCs have still been a source of profit-making for pharmaceutical firms.77   

 

A further Gavi financing initiative is the International Finance Facility for Immunisation (IFFIm), which 

has pioneered the issuing of vaccine bonds to raise funds upfront and at scale for immunisation 

programmes. IFFIm issues its vaccine bonds on mainstream financial markets, where they are repaid 

with interest through long-term commitments by donor governments in the global North, who have 

collectively pledged US$6.8 billion to IFFIm for bond repayments over 32 years.78 As in several of the 

other impact investing models discussed earlier in this article, vaccine bonds see governments 

subsidising capital markets, through payment of the development “premium” involved in attracting 

private finance to the arena of global health. IFFIm’s website stresses the benefits of vaccine bonds 

for investors, noting that vaccines are “one of the best buys in health”.79 Indeed, as Hughes-McLure 

and Mawdsley have shown in their forensic analysis of IFFIm’s financial model, IFFIm has so far paid 

out US$879m in interest to vaccine bond holders, while another US$50m at least has been spent on 

the services of a host of financial and legal intermediaries for the management of bond issuance and 

associated costs. Their analysis has led these authors to conclude that, despite claims to the contrary, 

“there is no aid additionality in IFFIm’s financing model. Fundamentally, donor government grants are 

the ultimate source of payments to Gavi, and the other part of these grants is channelled to the private 

sector in the form of interest costs of borrowing from capital markets and fees - the opposite of the 

“catalysing” narrative.”80 

 

In Gavi we see philanthropy once again bridging the space between public and private sector actors, 

and platforming an approach to development that integrates the expansion of financial markets 

 
77 McGoey (2014: 118-121) 

78 See https://www.gavi.org/investing-gavi/innovative-financing/iffim 

79 https://iffim.org/funding-immunisation 

80 Hughes-McLure, S. and Mawdsley, E. (forthcoming 2022). Emphasis in original.  

https://iffim.org/funding-immunisation
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directly into its design. Through its work with Gavi, the Gates Foundation has also helped to silence 

and delegitimise alternative approaches to global healthcare.81 While Gates is clearly not driving these 

trends alone,82 diverse public health professionals interviewed by critical development scholar 

Katerini Storeng describe the significant influence yielded by the Gates Foundation in shaping this 

debate, and helping to bring earlier – mostly European - advocates of a more integrated, state-centred 

approach to global health onside. Storeng argues that together with supporters in multilateral 

agencies such as the WHO and donor governments including those of Britain and Norway, the Gates 

Foundation has helped cause “an erasure of the long-established Atlantic fault-line in thinking on 

health systems in favour of an ideological convergence”, which champions the primacy of a disease-

specific and financialized approach to global health.83 

 

Those still resisting the growing dominance of this approach also seek to challenge the global trade 

architecture protecting pharmaceutical patents, and preventing the production of cheap, generic 

vaccines and medicines by countries in the global South. The production of generics has many 

successful precedents. Birn and Lexchin point to the successes of public, parastatal companies 

pursuing vaccine research in countries such as Brazil, Cuba and India, and producing vaccines at vastly 

reduced prices compared to multinational companies in the global North. Yet as these authors note, 

pharmaceutical industry partners in Gavi have opposed technology transfer arrangements, “claiming 

that vaccines were too complex for public research institutes and local production in developing 

countries”.84 As we will explore below, similar arguments have been made by global leaders currently 

opposed to the TRIPs waiver on Covid-19 vaccine patents. 

 

In the final section of this article, we explore how the role played by philanthropy in responding to the 

urgent need for global roll-out of Covid-19 vaccines is both enabled by and emblematic of earlier 

philanthropic interventions in global health since the turn of the millennium, such as those charted 

above. In doing so, we demonstrate how philanthropy is now central to the encroaching 

financialization of development, and efforts to align development outcomes with the opening of new 

frontiers for accumulation in global capital markets. 

 

 
81 Mitchell and Sparke (2016: 740-743) 

82 Hughes-McLure and Mawdsley (forthcoming 2022), for example, chart the central role played by Gordon 
Brown, then UK Chancellor of the Exchequer, in seeding the idea for Gavi’s IFFIm. 

83 Storeng (2014: 873) 

84 Birn and Lexchin (2011: 291-292) 
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COVAX and resistance to the TRIPs waiver proposal 
 
COVAX is the vaccines arm of the Access to Covid-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator, a global partnership for 

the development, production and distribution of Covid-19 diagnostics, vaccines and treatments. A 

public-private coalition led by Gavi, CEPI (the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations), 

UNICEF and the WHO, and incorporating 180 country partners alongside representatives from the 

pharmaceutical sector, COVAX’s stated aim is to ensure equitable access to Covid-19 vaccines. While 

COVAX brings together a series of partners, Gavi (over which the Gates Foundation holds considerable 

sway, as discussed above) serves as the partnership’s legal administrator, responsible for signing 

contracts with both vaccine manufacturers and purchasers. As a public-private partnership, COVAX 

has been able to draw up its legal status through private law-based contracts, shielding it from certain 

transparency and accountability requirements.85 

 

COVAX uses collective purchasing power to stimulate the production of Covid-19 vaccines at scale, 

ostensibly to ensure that once approved, vaccines will be available to poor and wealthy nations alike. 

It does this by pooling funds upfront to guarantee future purchase of a portfolio of vaccine candidates, 

if and when these come to market. COVAX comprises two separate funding mechanisms, relating to 

the procurement of vaccines for “self-financing” (wealthy) states and “funded” (ODA-recipient) states 

respectively. In the first of these, called the COVAX Facility, wealthy “self-financing” countries 

contribute funds to COVAX to secure future purchase of a specified number of vaccine doses, at an 

upper limit of sufficient doses to vaccinate 50 percent of their populations. In the second, the Gavi 

COVAX Advance Market Commitment (AMC), contributions to COVAX to secure future vaccines for 

“funded nations” are paid for using official development assistance (ODA), and through grants from 

the Gates Foundation and other donors. Through the Gavi AMC, COVAX originally aimed to provide 

“funded nations” with enough doses to vaccinate 20 per cent of their populations, ideally by the end 

of 2021.86 To boost donor contributions to the Gavi COVAX AMC and attempt to meet the funds 

necessary to secure these doses for “funded states”, IFFIm (Gavi’s bond financing mechanism, 

discussed above) has also issued new vaccine bonds to the value of US$1.13 billion, to be repaid 

 
85 Bogdandy, A. von and Villarreal, P. (2020) The Role of International Law in Vaccinating Against COVID-19: 
Appraising the COVAX Initiative. Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law & International Law (MPIL) 
Research Paper No. 2020-46, SSRN https://ssrn.com/abstract=3733454, p.13. 

86 Bogdandy and Villarreal (2020); Balaji, A. (2021). COVAX Protects the Vaccine Apartheid Status Quo. Jacobin, 
September 5. https://www.jacobinmag.com/2021/05/covid-covax-vaccine-apartheid-wto-trips-intellectual-
property-ip; see also https://www.gavi.org/vaccineswork/covax-explained  

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3733454
https://www.gavi.org/vaccineswork/covax-explained
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through long-term commitments from the governments of Australia, Norway, Spain, Sweden and the 

UK.87  

 

Proponents claim that COVAX represents an agile and morally commendable response to Covid-19, as 

well as recognition that in a pandemic with little respect for state borders, vaccine nationalism (the 

prioritising by governments of the immunisation of their own populations) is an inherently flawed 

strategy for return to normality.88 Yet deep national inequalities are built into the design of COVAX 

and the context in which it operates, not least because, in parallel to their participation in COVAX, 

most “self-financing” countries have secured bilateral Advanced Purchase Agreements (APAs) with 

vaccine manufacturers, in some cases for enough doses to vaccinate their entire populations several 

times over.89 For these countries, COVAX serves as an “insurance policy”, a parallel route to securing 

vaccines should doses promised through these APAs not materialise. Unlike self-financing countries, 

however, most “funded nations” do not have the resources to secure independent vaccine APAs, 

rendering them much more dependent on COVAX than their partner states. With COVAX promising 

doses sufficient for only 20 per cent of their populations, it is also unclear how these nations are 

expected to secure the further vaccines necessary for comprehensive immunisation.  

 

COVAX’s objectives have proved wildly over optimistic. COVAX was launched in April 2020 with the 

aim of securing two billion Covid-19 vaccine doses by the end of 2021. By September 2021, however, 

less than 15 per cent of doses promised to low-income countries had actually been donated. 

Meanwhile, while nearly 90 per cent of high-income countries had at this time met targets to vaccinate 

10 per cent of their populations, and over 70 per cent had reached targets to vaccinate 40 per cent, 

neither target had been met in any low-income country.90 By limiting the potential scaling up of 

vaccine availability to the production capacity of patent-holding manufacturers – the same pool of 

manufacturers with whom “self-financing” nations are, in parallel, scrambling to secure vaccine APAs 

– COVAX has stymied the possibility of meeting its own aims. The TRIPs waiver proposal put forward 

by India and South Africa thus speaks to the incapacity of COVAX to meet its (already limited) 

objectives for ensuring access to Covid-10 vaccines across the global South. Supporters of the waiver 

 
87 See https://iffim.org/news/iffim-helps-covax-bring-fair-global-access-covid-19-vaccines 

88 Von der Leyen, U. (2021) Speech by President von der Leyen at the European Parliament Plenary on the 
state of play of the EU's COVID-19 Vaccination Strategy 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/speech_21_505 

89 Balaji (2021) 

90 See https://www.who.int/news/item/14-09-2021-leaders-make-urgent-call-to-accelerate-vaccination-
globally-and-in-africa 

https://iffim.org/news/iffim-helps-covax-bring-fair-global-access-covid-19-vaccines
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/speech_21_505
https://www.who.int/news/item/14-09-2021-leaders-make-urgent-call-to-accelerate-vaccination-globally-and-in-africa
https://www.who.int/news/item/14-09-2021-leaders-make-urgent-call-to-accelerate-vaccination-globally-and-in-africa
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– including the governments of over 100 countries – argue that the scaling up of vaccine production, 

access and distribution to the levels necessary to stem the spread of the pandemic will only be possible 

through a temporary waiver of the intellectual property protections governing pharmaceutical 

manufacture and trade. As of October 2021 however, a year after the waiver proposal was originally 

tabled, negotiations were ongoing with a handful of WTO members, including the European Union, 

the UK, Norway and Switzerland, unrelenting in their opposition.91 

 

It is not only access to Covid-19 vaccines that has been compromised by the intellectual property 

regime; the manufacture and distribution of personal protective equipment (PPE), diagnostics and 

therapeutics for Covid-19 have all been subject to similar restrictions. In their resistance to the current 

TRIPs waiver proposal, defendants of the prevailing trade architecture have argued that compulsory 

licensing provisions within TRIPs – which ostensibly allow governments to override intellectual 

property rules by issuing licences for generic pharmaceutical production during a national emergency 

– offer sufficient possibilities for accessing vaccines and therapeutics during the current pandemic. 

Legal scholars Thambisetty et al. however, argue that a range of legal and procedural barriers 

surrounding the use of compulsory licensing flexibilities – alongside resistance from the 

pharmaceutical industry - make these woefully insufficient as a route to just and widespread access 

to Covid-19 vaccines and therapeutics.92 Indeed, recent attempts by Russia and Hungary to issue 

compulsory licenses for the manufacture of Covid-19 drug remdesivir resulted, respectively, in intense 

industry lobbying against the Hungarian government and a lawsuit from pharmaceutical company 

Gilead against the Russian government.93 

 

Many of those who have not come forward in support of the TRIPs waiver proposal (including the UK 

and the European Commission) lay claim to the argument that the financial rewards guaranteed 

through patents, trade secrets and other forms of intellectual property rights are well earned fruits of 

the pharmaceutical industry’s own relentless drive to invent Covid-19 vaccines and therapeutics. UK 

prime minister Boris Johnson recently made precisely this claim, when he declared bluntly that the UK 

 
91 https://msfaccess.org/one-year-landmark-trips-waiver-proposal-small-minority-governments-continue-
block-will-majority 

92 Thambisetty et al. (2021: 26-29) 

93 Human Rights Watch. (2021) Seven Reasons the EU is Wrong to Oppose the TRIPS Waiver. Human Rights 
Watch, June 3. https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/06/03/seven-reasons-eu-wrong-oppose-trips-waiver; 
Médecins Sans Frontières. (2021). The European Union’s Position on Compulsory Licensing and the TRIPS Waiver 
in the COVID-19 Pandemic. Technical Brief, May 27. 
https://msfaccess.org/analysis-eu-position-compulsory-licensing-and-trips-waiver-covid-19-pandemic 
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has “greed and capitalism” to thank for the success of its vaccine rollout.94 The reality surrounding 

funding for R&D in the pharmaceutical industry which we have already explored above, however, has 

been no different in the case of Covid-19 vaccines. A recent paper from medical researchers in the UK 

and the Netherlands reports that the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine was made possible through over 20 

years of prior research at the University of Oxford, responsible for the Chimpanzee adenovirus-

vectored vaccine (ChAdOx) technology on which this vaccine is based. Cross et al. reveal that between 

97.1 and 99.0 percent of this research was paid for by public funding or philanthropy.95    

 

While the Gates Foundation and industry partners have been busy platforming COVAX as the best 

approach to vaccine equity,96 both have broadly ignored the efforts of C-TAP, the WHO’s Covid-19 

Technology Access Pool. C-TAP is designed to promote voluntary technology and data sharing around 

Covid-19 therapeutics, with the aim of strengthening the ability of national health systems and local 

pharmaceutical industries to respond to the pandemic. Those resisting the TRIPs waiver proposal 

claim loudly that removing patent restrictions will have little utility in countries lacking the necessary 

infrastructure and expertise for local manufacture of Covid-19 vaccines and therapeutics. Despite 

numerous historical precedents of the successful production of generics at scale by Southern 

countries, former German chancellor Angela Merkel, for example, has claimed publicly that low 

production capacities and difficulties in meeting quality standards – not patent restrictions – represent 

the main hurdle to greater vaccine production within countries in the global South.97 Meanwhile, 

silence reins around the fact that “to date, the EU has not brought any major pharmaceutical company 

operating within the EU to join [C-TAP]”.98 In attempts from diverse quarters to protect the current 

 
94 Allegretti, A. and Elgot, J. (2021). Covid: 'Greed' and Capitalism Behind Vaccine Success, Johnson Tells MPs. 
The Guardian, March 24. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2021/mar/23/greed-and-capitalism-behind-
jab-success-boris-johnson-tells-mps?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other 

95 Cross, S., Rho, Y., Reddy, H., Pepperrell, T., Rodgers, F., Osborne, R., Eni-Olotu, A., Banerjee, R., Wimmer, S. 
and Keestra, S. (2021). Who Funded the Research Behind the Oxford-AstraZeneca COVID-19 Vaccine? Approximating 
the Funding to the University of Oxford for the Research and Development of the ChAdOx Vaccine Technology. Preprint. 
medRxiv.  

96 The language of vaccine “equity” and “equitable vaccine access” is deployed by COVAX and the WHO, and the 
Gates Foundation likewise tends to refer to health “equity” (fairness) rather than “equality” (sameness), which 
perhaps reflects resistance to redistributive solutions and political-economic considerations of health inequality.  

97 See Chazan, G. et al. (2021) Angela Merkel Rejects US Move to Waive Patents on Vaccines. Financial Times, 
May 6. https://www.ft.com/content/76a05a85-b83c-4e36-b04d-7f44f63e57b0 In relation to debate on the 
capacity of developing countries to produce vaccines for themselves, it is somewhat ironic that is has been the 
Indian government’s decision to capitalise on the huge manufacturing capacity of its own Serum Institute (by 
restricting export of the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccines produced there) that has been one of the factors stymieing 
COVAX’s ability to reach its own procurement goals (Human Rights Watch 2021). 

98 Human Rights Watch (2021). 

https://www.ft.com/content/76a05a85-b83c-4e36-b04d-7f44f63e57b0
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global trade architecture, the production and platforming of legitimacy relies not only on the 

dissemination of the “right kinds” of alternative solutions, but also of the “right kinds” of falsehoods.99  

 

Through its key convening and “de-risking” role at the heart of Gavi and COVAX, the Gates Foundation 

thus works to legitimise a vaccine trading system based in TRIPs and its intellectual property 

protections. In doing so, it also diverts attention from the urgent need for reform of this global trade 

architecture, to prevent the mutation of public and philanthropic investment into capital 

accumulation amongst players in the financial marketplace. As one critical commentator has argued, 

“the narrative that COVAX is an effective redistributive tool has a potentially critical role to play: it 

offers cover for those who profit from pharmaceutical patents […] while still conveying a nebulous 

sense of benevolence”.100 As successful vaccine rollout progresses across many parts of the global 

North, and several countries in the global South see little end in sight to the ravages brought by the 

pandemic, COVAX reveals how philanthrocapitalism supports the mechanisms of financial 

accumulation and control embedded across the deeply unequal development landscape. 

 

Conclusion 
 
In this article we have examined the role that philanthropic foundations have played during the most 

acute global health emergency the “philanthrocapitalism epoch” has witnessed. We have shown that 

COVAX, one of the primary platforms for a global pandemic response, constitutes an extension of 

established patterns of using philanthropic funds to “de-risk” private capital in international 

development. By “bridging” public and private investment in vaccine production, philanthropy thus 

steers vaccine access platforms towards a model that protects pharmaceutical patent capital.101 In 

closing, we reflect further on the entanglement of philanthrocapitalist foundations and commitments 

to patent capital in particular, and on the potential for continuity and disruption in the 

philanthrocapitalism epoch more broadly. 

 

The WTO’s initial response to the India/South Africa TRIPs waiver proposal was dismissive, precisely 

because COVAX and “compulsory licensing” provisions already existed. The WTO stressed the degree 

to which the “global IP system provides a framework in which urgently needed innovation in relation 

 
99 We are grateful to one of the anonymous peer reviewers of this article for raising this important point.  

100 Balaji (2021) 

101 Kang (2020, 2021) 
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to COVID-19 can be encouraged, shared and disseminated”,102 and emphasized the existence of 

COVAX, of the 2001 Doha recommitment to compulsory licensing under conditions of national 

emergency,103 and of the potential for technology pools (despite the widely acknowledged failure of 

C-TAP, discussed above). Like the WTO, US pharmaceutical industry body PhRMA also argued that 

patent protection was good for vaccine access, and that this good arose from promoting and 

protecting innovation.104 We have seen above, however, how these claims do not hold up in the face 

of evidence that financialized pharmaceutical firms attempt to “de-risk” their revenue streams by 

investing less in R&D, and more in patent holding. Still, we should not be surprised by a convergence 

between WTO and PhRMA perspectives on providing protection for patent capital, given the 

aggressive use of TRIPs dispute resolution by PhRMA105 and its role in lobbying against extensive 

“compulsory licensing” permissions at Doha. Bill Gates’ fortune and philanthropic clout is likewise 

derived from a “suite of IP monopolies”,106 and further Microsoft executives are also at the centre of 

processes through which patents come to be protected as speculative assets rather than proprietary 

rights over innovative production processes.107 As Kilby notes, there is a certain “homophily” or group-

think drawing together the US West Coast technocratic elite which dominates foundations like 

Gates’.108 A commitment to protecting patent capital, and to configuring philanthropic funds - and 

states - to “de-risk” private capital, seems to be a central axis along which this homophily coheres. 

 

Yet, as Kilby also notes, change may be afoot. Alongside other philanthropy scholars, Kilby has 

observed that new geographical centres of philanthrocapitalism are emerging in regions including 

China and the Middle East, and the uncertainty and deep recession following Covid-19 may also be 

reworking the coordinates of the philanthrocapitalist epoch. Indeed, in a sudden volte face on his 

staunch pro-TRIPs position, Bill Gates bowed to public pressure in early May 2021 and – following US 

President Biden’s lead - gave his public endorsement to the proposal for a TRIPs waiver on Covid-19 

vaccines and therapeutics.109 It remains to be seen, however, how far new philanthrocapitalists or 

 
102 WTO. (2020). The TRIPS Agreement and Covid-19. 
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/covid19_e/trips_report_e.pdf  

103 For an overview, see Jawara and Kwa (2004) 

104 https://patentdocs.typepad.com/files/2021-03-05-phrma-letter.pdf  

105 Sell (2003) 

106 Mitchell and Sparke (2015) 

107 Kang (2020) 

108 Kilby (2021: 110-11) 

109 Cheney, C. (2021) Gates Foundation Reverses Course on COVID-19 Vaccine Patents. Devex, May 7. 
https://www.devex.com/news/gates-foundation-reverses-course-on-covid-19-vaccine-patents-99810 
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global pressures in the wake of Covid-19 will serve the reproduction or diversion of trends set in 

motion from Silicon Valley. Certainly, it seems unlikely that either the appearance of new 

philanthrocapitalist players – or Gates’ payment of lip service to a rapidly swelling global movement 

in favour of Covid-19 vaccine access - will displace the de-risking platforms and protections for patent 

capital, which underwrite philanthrocapitalism’s role in the wider turn towards the “Wall Street 

Consensus” in international development. 


